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²Seafaring - unique occupation (Sampson, 
2013; Thomas, 2003)

²Spatial and temporal aspects 
²Seafaring and family
²Social life on-board

²Problems – Attrition, Fatigue, Shortage

















“a place of  residence and work where a 
large number of  like-situated 

individuals, cut off  from the wider 
society for an appreciable period of  

time, together lead an enclosed, 
formally administered round of  life” 

(Goffman, 1961: 11)



²Non-participant observation
²Cargo ships ±15 days each
²Informal conversations
²36 Interviews

²Male, 21-75
²Hebrew, English, Russian



²Physical aspects of  shipboard 
life
²Limited space

²Emotional aspects of  
shipboard life
²Interaction
²Unique family life and temporal 

‘out-of-sync’



²Work, play, sleep in same location
²“It’s what I consider, this is a small city by 

itself, it has it's own governor, like the 
captain, and you have the people who want 
to make it a better place to live, that's it… 
for me, I consider it a different world, a 
world within a world, you have your own 
rules and regulations, [the same way] you 
normally maintain any other rules“ (Interview 
with Mati, Second Deck Officer, India, Interview in English)



²False freedom
²“The whole experience, I’m here, I’m 

locked [...] we are locked in here. I am not a 
prisoner but actually I am. Because this is 
your area, whatever you do, you have to 
stay in this area. If  you want to go outside, 
you do not have much time, so eventually 
you give up and just stay inside” (Primo, First 
engineer, Romania, Interview in English)



²Limited communication on-board
²“Same faces appear in front of  you during 

[the] six months [you are on-board], 
eventually you’re tired of  them. No matter 
how good these people might be, you 
need to mix it up with something, some 
new communication” (Alex, Third Deck Officer, 
Ukraine, interview in Russian)



²Combining family life and shipboard life
²“The main stress for any seamen, [does] 

not come from the job, most of  the stress 
comes from the family. [...] Because you 
alone can cope, but suppose your wife 
starts crying, ''oh, no I want you' so what 
can you do? You cannot do anything 
from here… [...] It makes the difference 
how your life [on-board] will be” (Mati, 
Second Deck Officer, India, interview in English)



² ‘Out-of-sync’ between ship and shore
² “You have a family, you have kids, but on the 

whole you are a lonely person. Because you don’t 
see your family. For instance, my first boss told 
me ‘I remember, I don’t even know how my 
daughter grew up. I remember she was a small 
girl in the kindergarten, afterwards we are coming 
to port and the seafarers already check my 
daughter out, and the third moment I remember is 
standing in the porch smoking a cigarette, and 
giving permission to give her away [for her 
wedding].’” (Alex, Third deck officer, Ukraine, interview in 
Russian)



²Limited space –
physical difficulties

²Emotional aspects 
²Restricted interaction

²Connection with 
family ashore and ‘out-
of-sync’

²Better transport

²Communication –
cheaper, frequent

²Support groups

²Families sailing 
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